NSCB Yudansha Promotion Form
Jeff Wynn, Chair

National Standards and Certification Board
American Ju-Jitsu Association
vp@aja-email.org

3087 NW Gravenstein; Camas WA 98607

Candidate Name: ______________________________ AJA Membership # ________
Address:______________________________________________________________
City: _________________________________ State: ______ Zip: _______________
Telephone: ____________________Email: __________________________________
Current Rank: _________________ Promotion Date: _____________
Name of Sensei for last promotion: ________________________________________
Name of dojo or school at last promotion: ___________________________________
Reason this same sensei cannot determine eligibility for next promotion:

Current dojo or school name: _____________________________________________
Are you the sensei for this dojo or school? Yes ___ No ___
If the candidate is being recommended for promotion by another individual, the person
making the recommendation should submit the following information:
Name:_______________________________________ Rank:____________________
Email:_______________________________________
Please submit the following items (send large video files with https://www.dropsend.com/ )
1) A copy of your last promotion certificate (unless it was an AJA promotion).
2) Video of candidate teaching (only black belts can request direct promotion from the
NSCB) and/or demonstrating a wide variety of throws, restraints, strikes, etc.
against a variety of different attacks. This video may be waived at the discretion of
the NSCB if the candidate is known by two or more AJA or NSCB Senseis who
recommend promotion based on observing the candidate teach and/or perform.
3) Submit a concise history of your involvement in ju-jitsu – include all Dan
promotions with the promotion date for each. Also include any of the following
that are applicable: 1) Ju-jitsu teaching experience within your dojo; 2) Clinics
taught and attended, with dates; 3) contributions to AJA; 4) Leadership in Jujitsu;
and 5) any other martial arts experience (include rank and promotion dates for those
arts). If you are recommending another individual for promotion, please provide
this information to the best of your knowledge and ability.
Attach the above items to this form when submitting this request for promotion to the AJA.
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